
Offices. Perfectly Tailored.™

CRE-
    ATE

OFFICE PLATFORM™



Designer Jean Bourassa has 
created this extensive new 
collection that blends broad 
functional performance with 
balanced proportions and  
refined detail. He has achieved 
this through integration and 
layering. From the baseline of 
a single platform components 
are added to shape the environ-
ment spanning the classic 
private office layout to the 
fashionable open landscape. 

From the executive suite to 
collective work areas, Create™ 
is a new way forward in
integrated office design.

Create™
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CLUB
Club App is the modern executive suite. 
Refined. Sleek. Confident. 

Tall elements, generous storage, and the impressive scale 
and impact of the desk design define the Club freestanding 
private office application. Styling options, evidenced by the 
choice of modesty panels and sleek aluminium desk frame, 
enhance the creation of suites tailored to the heightened 
aesthetic of today’s executive officers.

DETAILING. Beautiful can be Strong.
While the craft of the product is in the engineering, the art is 
in the details. The eye of the viewer is drawn along the new 
trimmed knife-edge of the surface. The curved symmetry of 
the legs and pulls in crafted anodized alumimum, uniquely 
designed for Create™, are in perfect balance with the 
horizontal architecture of the product.

Create Office Platform™  
is a dynamically elegant 
single source platform on 
which four distinctive office 
design applications are built. 
Apps that are fundamental  
to the way efficient and  
intelligent offices now work.

CLUB, STUDIO, FORUM 
AND PARK…
Apps that provide creative  
design freedom with an 
impressively striking range  
of components; including 
desk-top, storage and panel 
options. Creating work 
environments perfectly 
tailored to individual tasks.

Designer: Jean Bourassa

308636

For specifications of these and other configurations, please visit:
www.three-h.com/create

308635
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STUDIO
Studio App is the single
workstation. Manager’s offices 
for private or open spaces.

Clean and low in profile, selected minimal elements and 
lighter in scale are the marked characteristics of Studio. 
And like all Three H product, Studio can be styled from 
31 carefully selected wood and solid color laminate 
options. Giving the appearance of natural wood with 
the additional benefit of durability in Greenguard 
approved laminate construction. 

Both superior engineering and beauty are clearly visible 
in the crafted trim and arched design of the leg supports 
and pulls. The extruded aluminum structure ensures 
a long lasting quality while maintaining integrity over 
many reconfigurations.

DESIGN 
INTEGRATION
Studio, along with all the other 
Create™ apps, can seamlessly 
integrate panels from the existing 
MultiStations OS™ line by Three H  
to create privacy in open places.  
Further enhancing the Create™  
platform with additional striking  
design elements.

The impression is sophisticated, 
dynamic and highly innovative. 
The blending of fabrics, glass, 
anodized aluminum and rich, 
wood-like laminates results in 
a creative, new look.

POWER/DATA 
Optimized Solutions.  
Sheer Performance.
Create™ boasts a wide-range of 
power/data opportunities. New for 
Create™ is a desk-top clear aluminum 
pop-up module, with numerous power/
data configurations. Every 
detail exudes top quality materials 
and precision craftsmanship. 

For an embedded panel-based 
solution, the sophisticated PowerBox™, 
developed for MultiStations OS™ 
(see www.three-h.com/powerbox), 
can be integrated into any application. 

And the budget-wise undersurface 
mounted cable management and 
grommet-based power/data option 
is always available for the elegantly 
simple and most value-based solution.

Explore layout ideas & a variety of typicals at:
www.three-h.com/create

308637
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Create™ is scaled around people. Storage, 
panel and screen heights are sized to 
provide seated and/or standing privacy. 
The use of glass provides for sightlines 
and light – important elements in an 
effective design strategy.

New multi-directional storage along with a 
wide choice of overhead storage options 
and credenza configurations work together 
in a new language of multi-function, multi-
purpose furniture that is easily assembled 
and re-configured.

Small groupings of 2 or unlimited clusters can 
be planned from a broad collection of storage 
and panel options to provide dedicated 
workspaces while maintaining more openness 
in design.

SCREENS AND STORAGE. Scaled to People.
The introduction of privacy screens provides 
additional delineation of workspaces in an 
open area while enhancing personal privacy. 
And to optimize the performance of the 
screens, a multi-purpose rail has been 
embedded to offer rail accessory, tray and 
hook support.

FORUM
Forum App is personal 
workstations in open 
plan. Collaborative 
team arrangements.

PARK
Park App is community-style workspaces. 
Much more than a Bench.

The most efficient and elegant desking design need not be a square table.  
And as demonstrated here… add creative storage options and achieve workspaces 
elevated in stature deserving of the best views in the office. Satisfying in styling, 
practical in application.

BY-THE-INCH. The Ultimate Design Freedom.
Three H is well known for its 1” increment sizing. Create™ is no exception.  
Create™ will accommodate any size requirement and live up to the “made-to-
order” design philosophy and intelligent production process at the heart of 
Three H. And no less impressive is that deliveries are made in standard lead times. 
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Discover over 30 finishes and a range of pull and edge options:
www.three-h.com/create

Download complete power/data guides:
www.three-h.com/create



T  1.800.767.5374        www.three-h.com
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Create Your App with RED

Design a space to suit any budget. With over 30 select laminate wood-
finish and solid colours, Create™ is the premium quality of Three H at an 
affordable price. When you select Three H, you are expressing a preference 
for design, quality and value. A corporate philosophy and design heritage of 
uncompromising engineering and superior performance.
 

Designed, Developed and 
Manufactured in North America

For full Statement of Line and Pricing, visit: www.three-h.com/create

Create your own office at: www.three-h.com/red
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DESIGN YOUR OFFICE AT:
www.three-h.com/red
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